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Abstract: A given user enters the ATM, conducts the various tasks that are available, such as withdrawing cash, checking the 
balance in their bank account, and many other things. This is how an ATM of a particular bank operates in today's world, and it 
is not that difficult. In this study, we concentrate on what is overlooked amidst this normalised situation. A user may enter the 
ATM with his or her face partially or completely covered, making it impossible for the security camera that might be installed in 
that space to identify that person's facial features. In addition, there may be unlawful acts going on in the room without anyone 
taking urgent action to stop them or regulate them. Some users might bring illegal firearms into the ATM room, which might not 
even be seen by the installed CCTV camera. In this study, we want to enhance the facial recognition of ATM users such that 
their faces can be recognised even when partially or completely hidden. Then, if a certain user enters the room carrying an 
illegal weapon, a trigger should be sent to the neighbourhood police station. This is part of our effort to improve weapon 
detection. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Without the assistance of a human teller, an ATM enables a bank's customer to check their account balance and withdraw cash at 
any time. A lot of ATMs also let you deposit cash or checks and transfer money between banks. A cashier, human clerk, or bank 
teller are not required while using an automated teller machine (ATM), which is a computerised telecommunications equipment that 
gives customers of financial institutions access to financial transactions in public settings. Modern ATM physical security focuses 
on using fraud detection tools to prevent thieves or fraudsters from using the money within the machine. The consumer asks for a 
withdrawal from the device, but it only prints a receipt and does not really disburse any money. After that, the customer presents the 
receipt to a salesperson to be exchanged for cash. The total amount of ATM withdrawals is restricted by an extra security precaution 
to a specific amount. This seeks to lower the number of fraudulent withdrawals. In a specific bank's automated teller machine, we 
typically notice a surveillance camera that is placed in a particular area of the room, with the help of which any illegal conduct that 
is observed during proctoring must be observed for a predetermined period of time before any action can be done.  
 

II. BACKGROUND 
The ATM, or automatic teller machine, is a computerised device constructed over an effective telecommunications network that 
enables financial institutions to combine financial transactions in the public sphere. It is primarily in charge of the cash dispensing 
process as well as checking account balances, among other things. This machine has various structures in various countries 
throughout the world. The first ATM was present in the USA in 1969. They make nominal contributions to the positive currency 
growth, which does not have a very significant impact. Due to its popularity among non-bank consumers, ATMs are thought to be a 
more lucrative banking service. The central processing unit, a pin pad, a secure cryptographic processor, a magnetic chip card, a 
vault, and the function keys make up its fundamental framework. 
Risks in ATM The three basic forms of ATM scams include logical attacks, frauds involving cards and money, and physical attacks. 
Threats and crimes, however, are related. 
1) Personal identification number threats 
2) Electronic data interception  
3) Fraudulent electronic transactions. 
 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
As depicted in the block diagram, when unusual activity is observed, a trigger alarm is sent to the closest police station, the ATM is 
then shut down, and an SMS is delivered. In other instances, entry is prohibited if there are more than two people present and if a 
particular user's face is obscured by facial coverings. If either of the aforementioned two circumstances occurs, the user is informed 
and the transactions are halted until the necessary adjustments are made. 
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IV. FUTURE TRENDS 
The security of the ATM can be increased in the future by putting this mechanism into place. As one of the most significant 
components of the banking industry, ATMs should eventually provide a more secure environment for transactions. Real-time data 
processing enables quicker and more rapid action than is now possible. 

V. CONCLUSION 
The model explains how to create a real-time face and weapon detection system in ATM centres and how to detect covered faces in 
a range of ATM environments. The model additionally provides alert triggers on theft identification or unauthorised entrances to the 
neighbouring police stations and checks the identification success rate. Given that signals are generated as soon as a weapon is 
found, the suggested method may enable law enforcement to apprehend criminals more quickly than at present. 
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